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PSC 270: Introduction to Political Theory (Writing Intensive) 
Fall 2012 

Tuesdays and Thursdays: 11:00 – 12:15 
Graham 424 

 
Instructor: 

Dr. Carisa R. Showden 
 324 Curry Building 
 Phone: 256-0517 
 Email: carisa_showden@uncg.edu 
 
 Office Hours: Tuesdays & Thursdays: 2:00 – 3:30, and by appointment 
 
Course Overview: 
 Political theory is the study of the fundamental questions of public life. It covers topics such as 
human nature, the proper relationship between the state and individuals, the proper relationship 
between the state and social groups, and the rights and duties that accrue to citizens.  In this course, we 
will examine some of the key concepts of political theory and the ways in which they have been 
framed and have developed from Plato’s time to the present. The course is not meant to be 
comprehensive. Rather, you should leave this class with a basic understanding of some of the key 
writings of representative political thinkers from the Western tradition.   
 With the work of each theorist we read this semester, we will use the following four questions 
as the framework to guide our discussion and analysis:  What is the scope of the state?; What is the 
justification for the authority of the state?; What are the ends or purposes of the state?; and What are 
the means (techniques) the state is to use in achieving its goals?  With this framework in mind, you 
should have a strong grasp by the end of this term of the essential questions asked and various answers 
posed by eminent political thinkers regarding authority, justice, power, equality, and liberty. 
 Note Well:  

1. This course is writing intensive.  This means that you will be doing a lot of writing this term, 
produced in response to many different kinds of writing assignments, both formal and informal.   

2. Additionally, this is a reading intensive course.  This means that many of the reading 
assignments are dense and/or lengthy. You will need to set aside at least 3 hours of reading 
time for every hour of class time.   

a. You are expected to do the assigned readings before the class in which they will be 
discussed.   

b. You may need to review key passages in the assigned readings after we have discussed 
them in class as well.   

c. You should also get into the habit of taking reading notes to keep track of the main 
ideas and important quotes from the assignments.  

 
Goals of the Course (Student Learning Objectives): 
 There are two primary goals for this course:   

1. to introduce you to the historical development of key political ideas in Western thought 
and 

2. to develop your critical thinking skills.   
 To achieve the first goal, we will read and discuss certain representative thinkers of classical 
and modern political thought. To develop your critical thinking skills, you will be asked to analyze the 
key concepts we will discuss (liberty, freedom, equality, power, justice, etc.) during class discussions 
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and in your written work. With these two primary goals in mind, we will work to help you meet the 
following student learning objectives for this course:   
 
By the end of the course you should be able to: 

1. Analyze the significance of time and place for the emergence of particular political ideals.   
2. Define key political concepts such as power, authority, justice, equality, and liberty, for 

yourself and for each of the theorists we read. 
3. Analyze the relationship between particular definitions of these concepts and the types of states 

that embody those ideals, considering specifically the relationship between the ends or 
purposes of the state and the techniques used to achieve those ends. 

4. Compare the similarities and differences between two or more political theories and offer 
reasons for these similarities and differences.  

5. Write a concise, coherent argumentative thesis in response to particular problems posed by the 
texts. 

 
Required Texts: 

(Note:  All books are available at the University Bookstore in the Elliot University Center.  If 
you borrow or purchase different editions than the ones listed here, you are responsible for 
correlating the page numbers of the readings.) 

1. Plato. Republic. (1992, 2nd Edition). Translated by G. M. A. Grube. Revised by C. D. C. Reeve.  
Indianapolis, IN:  Hackett Publishing Company. 

2. Niccolò Machiavelli. Selected Political Writings. (1994). Edited and Translated by David 
Wootton.  Indianapolis, IN:  Hackett Publishing Company. 

3. John Locke.  Second Treatise on Government. (1980). Edited by C. B. MacPherson.  
Indianapolis, IN:  Hackett Publishing Company. 

4. Jean-Jacques Rousseau. The Basic Political Writings. (1987). Translated by Donald A. Cress;  
Introduction by Peter Gay.  Indianapolis, IN:  Hackett Publishing Company. 

5. John Stuart Mill. On Liberty & Other Essays. (2008). Edited by John Gray. New York, NY: 
Oxford University Press.  

6. E-reserve readings, accessible through the course blackboard site. These readings are marked 
with a double asterisk (**) in the schedule of readings below. 

 
Schedule of Class Meetings & Readings: 
 
Tu. Aug. 21st:  Course Introduction: What is political theory? 
 
Th. Aug. 23rd:   Plato: Republic  

Justice:  City and Soul (Statecraft and Soulcraft) 
Book 1 (pp. 1 – 31); 

   Book 2 (pp. 32 – 59). [note well: p. 43 @368c – 59] 
 
Tu. Aug. 28th:  Plato: Republic  

Justice, Leadership, and Lies 
Book 3 (pp. 60-76, up to line 400); 
Book 3 (pp. 86, at 410c  – 93); 
Book 4 (pp. 94 – 121). 
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Th. Aug. 30th:   No Class Meeting. APSA Convention. 
 
Tu. Sept. 4th:   Plato: Republic   

Leadership:  The Philosopher-Kings 
Book 5 (pp. 122 – 156). 
Book 6 (pp. 165, at 492 – 177, up to line 504). 

 
Th. Sept. 6th:  Plato: Republic 

Noble Myths and Political Education 
Book 7 (pp. 186 – 195, up to line 523);  
Book 7 (pp. 204 at line 532 – 212). 

   Book 10 (pp. 279, at 608b – 292). 
 
Tu. Sept. 11th:  Niccolò Machiavelli:  Discourses on Livy   

The Republican Machiavelli (Corruption is bad.) 
Introduction (pp. 81 – 82); 
Book One, Preface & chapters 1-8 (pp. 82 – 107); 
Book One, chapters 55 & 58 (pp. 150 – 158);  
Book Two, Preface and chapters 1-2 (pp. 158 – 171). [nb: pp. 162, 165, 168-9] 

  MICRO-THEME #1 DUE (Beginning of Class, Sept. 11th) 
 

Th. Sept. 13th:   Machiavelli:  Discourses on Livy 
The Ambiguous Machiavelli  
Book One, selected chapters from 9 – 50 (pp. 107-145). [note well: chs. 9 &10; 
          p. 115; chs. 17-18; & pp. 131 & 143.]   

 
Tu. Sept. 18th:   Machiavelli: The Prince   

The Realpolitik of Princes (Corruption is good?)  
   Preface and Chapters 1-14 (pp. 5 – 47). [note well: chs. 7, 8, 12, 14] 
 
Th. Sept. 20th:   Machiavelli: The Prince   

The Realpolitik of Princes, continued 
   Chapters 15-26 (pp. 47 – 80). [note well: chs. 15-18, 21] 
 
Tu. Sept. 25th:   Thomas Hobbes: Leviathan (excerpts)** 
 
Th. Sept. 27th:   John Locke:  Second Treatise of Government   

The State of Nature and Private Property 
   Chapters 1-7 (pp. 7 – 51). [note well: pp. 8-15; 19-21; 23, 32-33, 42-46, 48] 

  MICRO-THEME #2 DUE (Beginning of Class, Sept. 27th) 
 
Tu. Oct. 2nd:   Locke:  Second Treatise of Government   

Creating and Maintaining the Liberal Republic: The Social Contract 
   Chapters 8-14 (pp. 52 – 88). [skim: pp. 54-62] 
 
Th. Oct. 4th:   Locke:  Second Treatise of Government  
   The Foundations of Liberal Authority, Rights, and Revolutions 
   Chapters 16-19 (pp. 91 – 124). [skim: pp. 92-99, 115-122] 
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Tu. Oct. 9th:  Finish Social Contract Theory. Exam Review. No Additional Readings. 
 
Th. Oct. 11th:  MIDTERM EXAM 
 
Tu. Oct. 16th:    No Class Meeting. Fall Break. 
 
Th. Oct. 18th:  Rousseau: Discourse on the Origin of Inequality  
   Inequalities & The Foundation of Political Right  
   “Discourse” Preface, Introduction, and Part One (pp. 33 – 46, end of first ¶); 
   “Discourse” Parts One and Two (pp. 52, at ¶ break – 81).  
 
Tu. Oct. 23rd:   Rousseau:  On The Social Contract 
   The Foundations of Political Morality: General Will, Sovereignty, & the Law 
   Book One (pp. 141 – 153); [skim: chs. 4 & 9] 
   Book Two (pp. 153 – 172). 
 
Th. Oct. 25th:   Rousseau:  On The Social Contract  
   The Government & Civil Religion 
   Book Three, chapters 1-7 (pp. 173 – 187); 
   Book Three, chapters 11-18 (pp. 194-203). 
   Book Four, chapters 1-2 (pp. 203-207); 
   Book Four, chapter 8 (pp. 220-227). 
 
Tu. Oct. 30th:   Edmund Burke: “Reflections on the Revolution in France” (excerpt)** 

Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen** 
U.S. Declaration of Independence** 

   Marie-Olympes de Gouges: Declaration of the Rights of Women & Citizens** 

  MICRO-THEME #3 DUE (Beginning of Class, Oct. 30th) 
 
Th. Nov. 1st:  John Stuart Mill: Utilitarianism  
   Utilitarianism and Justice 
   Chapter 2 (pp. 136-158) 
   Chapter 5 (pp. 195, at ¶ break-201) 
 
Tu. Nov. 6th:   John Stuart Mill: On Liberty  
   Liberty and Its Conditions: A New Argument for Liberalism 
   Chapters 1-2 (pp. 5-26) 
   Chapter 2 (pp. 40, at first ¶ break - 43 up to first ¶ break) 
   Chapters 2-4 (pp. 51 at section break – 93) [note well: pp. 62-75, 81-87] 
   Chapter 5 (pp. 121 at first ¶ break – 124) 
 
Th. Nov. 8th:   John Stuart Mill: Considerations on Representative Government 
   Representative Government: Its Conditions & Its Dangers 
   Chapters 2-4 (pp. 217- 268) 

Tu. Nov. 13th:   John Stuart Mill: Considerations on Representative Government 
   Representative Government: Its Conditions & Its Dangers (conclusion) 
   Chapter 6 (pp. 285 – 301) 
   Chapter 8 (pp. 326 – 345) 
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Th. Nov. 15th:   Karl Marx: selected excerpts 
   Materialism and the Critique of Capitalism 
   The German Ideology, Part One (three excerpts)** 
   Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts (excerpt on “Alienated Labor”)** 
 
Tu. Nov. 20th:   Marx: selected excerpts 
   Communism 
   “The Communist Manifesto” (excerpts)** 

  MICROTHEME #4 DUE (Beginning of Class, Nov. 20th) 
 
Th. Nov.  22nd:  No Class Meeting. Thanksgiving Break. 
 
Tu. Nov. 27th:  Marx: selected excerpts 
   Materialism & the End of History 
   Preface to A Contribution to the Critique of Political Economy** 
 
Th. Nov. 29th:  Course Wrap-Up & Exam Review.  No Additional Readings.  

  Summary Paper DUE (Beginning of Class, Nov. 29th) 
 
Tuesday, Dec. 11th: Final Exam (Noon – 3:00 p.m.) 
 
 
Course Requirements & Their Weight In Your Final Grade: 

 Short Writing Assignments and Participation: 15% 
 Micro-themes: 40% (10% each theme) 
 Midterm Exam: 15% 
 Final Exam: 20% 
 Summary Paper: 10% 

 
Assignments & Course Requirements in Detail: 
 1.  Short Writing Assignments:  Throughout the semester, you will be asked to complete a 
variety of short assignments designed to facilitate depth of understanding of the texts, promote 
engagement with the material in different ways, and/or develop the basic building-blocks of good 
writing. These assignments also should help both you and me assess how well you are understanding 
the material on an on-going basis, providing fairly regular feedback where no single assignment affects 
the final course grade too severely. Many of these assignments are integrated into lecture and class 
discussion (that is, done in class), and if you miss class, you cannot make them up. Others are typed 
homework assignments that will serve as the basis of our class discussion the day they are due. Expect 
an average of one of these short assignments per week. While no one assignment is worth more than a 
few points, these points do add up, so you should take these assignments seriously. Half of your 
participation grade comes from these assignments. 
 
 2. Class Participation: I take attendance and note participation daily. Obviously, if you aren’t 
here, you can’t participate.  That said, just showing up and staying awake isn’t participation.  
Participation includes, for example, paying attention, asking questions about the readings and/or 
lectures, contributing to class discussion in a way that demonstrates that you have completed the 
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reading, responding politely to your classmates’ questions, and responding to my questions (even if 
just to ask me to rephrase or say that you don’t know).   
 NOTE: you are expected to prepare the readings in advance of the class period for which they 
are assigned. As many of the readings are quite challenging, I strongly encourage you to take notes as 
you read and bring them to class for reference during discussions. ALWAYS BRING THE 
READINGS TO CLASS. 
 Please note: Class begins at 11:00 a.m. Habitual lateness will result in no credit for 
participation/attendance. 
 
 3.  Micro-themes:  These are short, typed, formal papers that require you to answer detailed 
questions about the readings in a succinct yet thorough manner. Micro-themes build skills that are 
essential for critical reading and effective writing. The skills that go into writing successful micro-
themes (separating central from secondary arguments, accurate summarizing, paying attention to the 
parts of an argument you both like and don’t like) are critical skills for writing successful longer 
papers. In this way, they are also—like rough drafts—means through which you can develop the 
building blocks of persuasive and engaging writing. These papers are short but very important for both 
the substance and mechanics of your writing. Work hard on them.  (See Blackboard for more specific 
assignment details and paper prompts.) 
 **NOTE WELL: You must revise at least one of your micro-themes. You may revise more 
(or all) of them if you wish. Revised grade replaces original grade. 
 
 4.  Mid-Term Exam:  An in-class short answer & essay format exam that will ask you to 
explain and analyze the major themes of the works we have read, bringing to bear your understanding 
of the assigned readings, the lectures, and the class discussions. You will need to bring at least one 
blue book to the exam. 
 
 5. Final Exam: During our University-scheduled final exam period, you will write a 
comprehensive final exam consisting of short essay questions on single authors and slightly longer 
essays on multiple authors. You will need to bring two blue books to the final exam. 
 
 6. Summary Paper: Due on the final day of class, this formal paper is your chance to 
summarize your understanding of what “political theory” is now that you’ve completed a course in it. 
(See Blackboard for specific assignment details and prompts.) 
 
 
Course Policies: 
 
An Electronics-Free Classroom: 
 This is an “electronics-free classroom.” You may not use computers, cell phones, iPads, iPod 
Touches, Blackberries, or any other electronic device while in class. You should always bring your 
books/readings, your (paper) notebook, and pens/pencils. You should not bring other note-taking (or 
sending) devices. Please silence your cell phones. If you have an emergency that requires you to have 
your cell phone available during class, please see me before class begins. 
 
Honor Code: 
 I expect all students in this course to abide by both the letter and spirit of the university’s 
academic integrity policy.  Violations of the university honor code will be prosecuted. The full text of 
the Academic Integrity Policy can be viewed at: http://academicintegrity.uncg.edu/complete/ 
 Specifically pertinent to this course are the following infractions:  
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 a. “Cheating: Intentionally using or attempting to use unauthorized materials, information, or 
study aids in any academic exercise. Cheating includes but is not limited to unauthorized copying from 
the work of another student, using notes or other materials not authorized during an examination…” If 
caught cheating, you will receive a zero for the assignment. 
 b. “Plagiarism: Intentionally or knowingly representing the words of another, as one's own in 
any academic exercise.”  Do NOT engage in plagiarism. If caught, you will receive a zero for the 
assignment. 
 If you have any questions regarding what constitutes plagiarism, please see me immediately.  
 
 
Grading Scale: 
I use a standard “ten-point” grading system. For example: 
93-100 = A; 90-92 = A-; 87-89 = B+; 83-86 = B, etc. 
  
Letter Grades: 
 

A Excellent—indicates achievement of distinction and excellence in several if not all of the 
following aspects: 1) completeness and accuracy of knowledge; 2) intelligent use of 
knowledge; 3) independence of work; 4) originality. 

B Good—indicates general achievement superior to the acceptable standard defined as C. It 
involves excellence in some aspects of the work, as indicated in the definition of A. 

C Average—indicates the acceptable standard for graduation from UNCG. It involves such 
quality and quantity of work as may fairly be expected of a student of normal ability who gives 
to the course a reasonable amount of time, effort, and attention. 
Such acceptable standards should include the following factors: 1) familiarity with the content 
of the course; 2) familiarity with the methods of study of the course; 3) full participation in the 
work of the class; 4) ability to write about the subject in intelligible English. 

D Lowest Passing Grade—indicates work that falls below the acceptable standards defined as C 
but which is of sufficient quality and quantity to be counted in the hours of graduation if 
balanced by superior work in other courses. 

F Failure—indicates failure that may not be made up except by repeating the course. 
 
 Grading Rubric copied from the Undergraduate Bulletin: 
 http://web.uncg.edu/reg/Bulletin/Current/AcaRegs/Grading.aspx?cat=grades#grades 
 
 
Americans with Disabilities Policy Statement 
 The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is a federal anti-discrimination statute that 
provides comprehensive civil rights protection for persons with disabilities.  Among other things, this 
legislation requires that all students with disabilities be guaranteed a learning environment that 
provides for reasonable accommodation of the disabilities.  If you believe that you have a disability 
requiring an accommodation, please talk with me and contact the office of Disability Services:  334-
5440. 
 
 
Please Note:  This syllabus is subject to revision.  Revisions will be announced in class, and posted on 
Blackboard.  Students are responsible for being aware of them.  If you miss class, you should check 
Blackboard to see if any assignments or syllabus changes have been posted. 


